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A view of Victoria Beach, as photographed  
by Sean Hunter Brown (seanhunterbrown.com)

SWIMMING IN STYLE
GO BOLD AND BEACHY WITH 

UNIQUE CUTS, METALLIC 
ACCENTS AND ANIMAL PRINTS

BEACH BITES
POST-SWIM SNACKS TO  

REFRESH AND RECHARGE

SUN-KISSED GLOW
EXPERT BEAUTY TIPS FOR  
SUMMER SKIN AND HAIR

FUN IN THE SUN
AN ITINERARY FILLED  

WITH LIVE SHOWS, HIDDEN 
COVES, ISLAND SIPS AND MORE

S U N  &  S U R F

LAGUNA FROM THE SKY
AERIAL PHOTOS CAPTURE THE  
TOWN’S STUNNING BEAUTY

TOP-SECRET
TEMPTATIONS
LOCAL CHEFS DISH ON POPULAR  
OFF-MENU ITEMS
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HOME &
     DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE STYLE
ECO-FRIENDLY BUILDING METHODS  

AND HOME DECOR

FINDING BALANCE
HELPING POSITIVE ENERGY 

FLOW WITH FENG SHUI

OUTDOOR OASIS
CREATING A BACKYARD SPACE 

 TO ENJOY AND ENTERTAIN

• THE 30TH ANNIVERSARY  
   OF EFFORTS TO SAVE  
   LAGUNA’S OPEN SPACES
• FRIENDSHIP SHELTER OFFERS  
   A  HELPING HAND
• WARM COFFEE DRINKS FOR FALL
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WORLDLY GOODS
LOCAL SHOPS THAT SELL ITEMS 
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SPECIAL DELIVERY
POPULARITY SOARS FOR 
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 

FASHION FLASHBACK
TRENDS FROM THE  
1970S AND 1980S  
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IN FALL STYLES

COASTAL CHIC
AMENAH CREATES  
CLASSIC PIECES WITH  
SIZE INCLUSIVITY

WEARABLE ART
JEWELRY OPTIONS  
FOR EVERY STYLE

CURATED COLLECTIONS
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HAND-PICKED APPAREL
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UNSURPASSED COVERAGE OF LAGUNA BEACH

HOME DELIVERY: Copies are delivered to more than 10,250 Laguna 
Beach homes in the most affluent communities (92651), including:

H  Emerald Bay  H  Three Arch Bay 
H  Irvine Cove  H  And many more

HOTEL DISTRIBUTION: The magazine reaches visitors to  
Laguna Beach at more than 20 hotels, including:

H  Montage Laguna Beach H  Surf & Sand Resort 
H  La Casa del Camino H  Pacific Edge Hotel 
H  Marriott Vacation Villas H  Inn at Laguna Beach 
  H  And many more 
  

TARGETED DISTRIBUTION: Reaching key influencers, venues and 
events, including:

H  Real estate offices  H  Medical offices 
H  Luxury auto dealers  H  Community events 
H  Art galleries  H  select retailers

NEWSSTAND: Laguna Beach Magazine is sold at  
select newsstands.

PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS: Mailed directly to subscribers’ homes, 
locally and nationally.

ONLINE DISTRIBUTION & VISIBILITY: Offering  
visibility and access anytime and anywhere. Each issue of Laguna Beach 
Magazine is available on the local portals, OCinSite.com and  
lagunabeachmagazine.com, as well on our Laguna Beach Magazine 
app available for iPad and smartphones.

CIRCULATION AND DISTRIBUTION
Highly targeted and effective distribution in Laguna Beach allows advertisers to reach a qualified and valuable audience 
of residents, visitors and local leaders. Laguna Beach Magazine has more than twice the circulation and readership of any 
magazine in Laguna, making it the most effective and comprehensive way for advertisers to reach this valuable market.

TOTAL COPIES PER ISSUE:  15,250                     

TOTAL READERSHIP PER ISSUE:  53,375
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KICK OFF THE SEASON WITH THESE REFRESHING, SIGNATURE LAGUNA COCKTAILS.
BY BEN MCBEE

EAT & DRINK
I S S U E

A 
delicious signature cocktail can be a meaning-
ful ingredient for a restaurant’s success. With a 
thoughtful, inventive libation lineup, guests get 

a taste of personality and, if done right, a memorable 
experience you can’t find elsewhere.  

With the expertise and imagination of skilled bar-
tenders, spirits, spritzers and mixers can take on a life of 

their own. Each concoction tells a story, perhaps one of 
culture, tradition or innovation, all while tantalizing the 
taste buds. And these creative drinks may be part of the 
reason that guests come back time and time again.

Here are some of the best in town at Laguna locales 
with phenomenal ambience to sip and soak up the 
springtime vibes. 

LATIN LOVE STORY
STUDIO AT MONTAGE LAGUNA BEACH
When it comes to oceanfront views, Studio stands alone (and atop 
a 50-foot-tall bluff), with sophistication that matches the stunning 
vistas. Inside is similarly grandiose. Vaulted ceilings supported by 
rustic, stained wood beams preside over a turn-of-the-century style 
bar that’s both warm and inviting. 

The atmosphere isn’t the only thing with some heat, which you’ll 
find out if you order the Latin Love Story, an unconventional take 
on a tequila-based cocktail devoid of lemon or lime juice. Starting 
with Casamigos Reposado, mixologists add dry curacao, cayenne-
demerara syrup, house-made orgeat, lemon shrub, blackstrap 
bitters, grapefruit juice and essence, aloe vera water and a charred 
chile de arbol.

“The name was inspired by a guest tasting it and commenting 
how the flavors evolved—similar to a story,” explains Beverage 
Manager Troy Smith. “Starting with tequila’s herbaceous notes, 
moving to the sweet and sour of grapefruit and curacao, then 
to the mild spice of cayenne and finishing with savory notes of 
lemon shrub. The cocktail is long and complex both on the palate 
and in production.”

Follow it up with a scenic walk down to the beach for a truly 
unforgettable tale.

LOUCETTE
BROADWAY BY AMAR SANTANA
As the saying goes, “if it isn’t broke, don’t fix it.” One of 
the cocktails at Broadway by Amar Santana certainly fits 
this motto and then some, possessing some serious staying 
power on an otherwise dynamic menu. 

“The Loucette is symbolic of our bar program’s roots,” 
says Beverage Director Michael Rooney. “When we started, 
Laguna was a vodka-[dominant] … town and, as we have 
evolved with Laguna’s tastes, the Loucette remains a staple 
that is still enjoyed by many.”

Its charm draws from simplicity at its finest. Citrus tang 
from grapefruit and lime enlivens the base of Aloo Vodka 
and Carpano Bianco vermouth. Meanwhile, honey and 
rosemary mist lend saccharine and floral notes that float 
across the palate.
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Mojitos at The 
Rooftop Lounge
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During the summer months in Laguna 
Beach, the Sawdust Art & Craft Festival, 
Laguna Art-A-Fair and Festival of Arts 

help this coastal town come alive. Hundreds of 
thousands of visitors flock to the canyon to par-
take in these three annual events—but not just 
because of the one-of-a-kind works of art that 
are displayed there. Rather, the summer festivals 
are experiences unto themselves, offering classes, 
live music and entertainment, mouthwatering 
food, wine and cocktails, art auctions, special 
events and more.

Of course, the opportunity to take in beauti-
ful, original art and mingle with artists is inte-
gral to Laguna summers, and this year’s festivals 
are no exception. Visitors to Festival of Arts will 
behold the work of 140 OC-based juried artists, 
including jewelry maker Gemma (Jihyun) Park 
and sculptor Ken Sugimoto, who are among 
the 24 first-time exhibitors this season. The 
53rd annual Sawdust Art & Craft Festival spot-
lights the work of 200 artists, all of which are 
Laguna Beach residents; notably, among the 17 
new exhibitors this summer is Casey Parlette, a 

Laguna’s summerlong arts celebrations offer something memorable for everyone.
BY ELIZABETH NUTT

sculptor who is widely known in the commu-
nity for his public art installations and wildlife 
sculptures. Meanwhile, Laguna Art-A-Fair, also 
celebrating its 53rd season, features more than 
100 award-winning artists—both established 
and emerging—in nearly every medium and 
from around the world. 

While it’s the artwork that undoubtedly 
draws people to Laguna, it’s the experiences the 
festivals offer that keep visitors coming back 
again and again, not just throughout the sum-
mer but over the years. Each festival offers a 
unique setting from which you’re sure to bring 
home lasting memories—whether you pur-
chase a piece of art or not. “It’s deeply gratify-
ing as an artist to see how much our guests 
enjoy the show,” says Monica Prado, president 
of the board of directors and an exhibiting art-
ist returning for her 19th summer at Sawdust 
Art & Craft Festival. “When [you] … step 
through the gate, it transports you to a place 
of wonder and excitement.” Here, we spotlight 
some of the can’t-miss offerings beyond the 
gates of each festival this summer. 

AGENDA BEYOND THE ARTS
While meandering through the booths of sev-
eral hundred artists offers plenty of stimula-
tion throughout the summer, the festivals fill 
their calendars with other forms of entertain-
ment. Laguna Art-A-Fair offers so many dif-
ferent genres of live music that Steve Epstein, 
vice president of marketing, suggests that you 
check the website for performances and plan 
your weekend visit around the specific type of 
music with which you’d prefer to enjoy your 
art experience. 

“We have live music Thursday through 
Sunday, and the level of talent has increased 
tremendously this year,” Epstein says. Several 
musicians play throughout the day and eve-
ning on both Saturdays and Sundays in the 
entertainment courtyard. An annual ice cream 
social event (July 28) and the summerlong 
silent auction fundraiser (for which bids will 
be accepted through Aug. 18), which comprises 
pieces donated by exhibiting artists that are on 
display throughout the season, complement a 
Laguna Art-A-Fair itinerary.

Laguna’s summer art festivals, like Festival of Arts (above), provide opportunities for viewing artwork, but also present music and special events, like Le Petit Cirque (left), 
an all-kid troupe of circus and aerial acrobats, which will perform during Family Art Day from noon to 3 p.m. July 14 at Festival of Arts.
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Laguna Beach is a stunning locale from any angle, 
whether looking at the beaches or the hills in the middle 
of a clear summer day or on a fog-enshrouded morning. 

But a change of perspective—like the aerial photos on the next 

few pages—highlights the town’s scenic beauty in a whole new 
way. From colorful beach umbrellas along the shoreline to the 
patterns of waves and rocks in the water, these bird’s-eye views 
will have you seeing Laguna like never before.

Aerial shots showcase this beach town’s beauty from above.
BY LAGUNA BEACH MAGAZINE STAFF  

LAGUNA
FROM THE

SKY

TREASURE ISLAND: Colorful umbrellas dot the 
beach in this aerial view of Treasure Island in front of 
Montage Laguna Beach—“a beautiful resort where I 
have stayed before,” says Gray Malin, who took the 
photo. “I have amazing memories at this spot and 
I think its beauty speaks for itself.” Based in West 
Hollywood, Malin has traveled the world—visiting 
remote locales like Antarctica and Namibia—to cap-
ture shots of these stunning destinations. Earlier this 
year, he released an Orange County series of beach 
photos, all taken from a doorless helicopter. 

VICTORIA BEACH: Beachgoers frolic in 
the waves, play volleyball and lounge under 
umbrellas in this quintessential scene at 
Victoria Beach, captured by Malin. “My friend 
has a family home here, so this location holds 
a special place in my heart,” he says. “It was 
the first beach in Laguna that I got to know 
well.” Malin is the author of “Escape” and 
New York Times best-seller “Beaches,” books 
that feature his aerial and conceptual pho-
tography. And he recently released a coffee 
table book, “Italy,” and a children’s book, “Be 
Our Guest!” Other products also feature his 
impressive images, ranging from cellphone 
cases to beach towels, puzzles and leather 
pouches. (graymalin.com)
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Rockpile Beach, looking north, in this photo by 
Mary Gulino, featured in “From the Ashes” on page 52

ARTS

SPECIAL SECTION

ART FOR THE AGES
THE PAGEANT PREPARES A TRIP 
THROUGH TIME AND SPACE

FESTIVAL FUN
MUSIC, FOOD AND MORE AT 
LAGUNA’S SUMMER SHOWS

LIKE A PHOENIX
RISING UP FROM PERSONAL 
TRAGEDY THROUGH CREATIVITY

TRAVEL: SAN DIEGO’S HISTORIC CHARM 
COMBINES WITH HIP, NEW EXPERIENCES

CULINARY WORKS OF ART
WINDSURFING WITH OLYMPIAN 

DORIAN VAN RIJSSELBERGHE
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READER DEMOGRAPHICS
The Laguna Beach Magazine reader tends to be:  

Confident | Experiential | Independent

AVERAGE AGE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45

MALE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40%

FEMALE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60%

MARRIED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54%

ANY COLLEGE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96%

AVERAGE HOME VALUE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$1.5 MILLION

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $220,000

s
s

s
s

s
s
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2020 EDITORIAL CALENDAR & CLOSING DATES

IN EVERY ISSUE
THE ARTS: The best in performing 
and visual arts 

CALENDAR: Key events and  
opportunities in the community

FASHION, SHOPPING & RETAIL:  
From luxury goods to local finds

SOCIETY COVERAGE: From 
charity events to the best parties

PERSONALITIES & PROFILES:  
Laguna Beach’s leaders and influencers

DESIGN & DECOR: From interior 
decor to outdoor entertaining 

REAL ESTATE: The top homes on 
the market 

RESTAURANTS & CUISINE: From 
dining trends to new restaurants

HEALTH, BEAUTY & WELLNESS: 
From the great outdoors to fitness 

ISSUE EDIT AND FEATURES ADVERTISING SECTIONS SPACE CLOSE           ADS DUE           ON SALE

February H Health and Wellness Issue H Chef Profiles Jan. 24 Jan.  29 Feb. 7 
H Fashion: Jewelry H Wedding Guide 
H Travel

March/April H Eat & Drink Issue  H Best Happy Hours      -                        -                           -
H Travel: Las Vegas 

 May H The Men’s Issue  H Fitness Directory      -                        -                           -
H Fashion: Menswear
H Travel

June/July H Arts Special Section H Gallery Showcase June 19 June 24 July 3 
H Summer Festivals 
H Travel: San Diego

August H Sun & Surf Issue H Beach Rental Guide July 31 Aug. 5 Aug. 14 
H Fashion: Swimwear 
H Travel

September/October  H The Fashion Issue H Boutique Profiles Sept. 18 Sept. 23               Oct. 2 
H Fashion: Fall Fashion
H Travel

November H Home & Design Issue H Interior Design Guide       Oct. 30 Nov. 4 Nov. 13 
H Travel 

December/January H Laguna’s Most Influential H Snow Seekers Guide Dec. 4 Dec. 9 Dec. 18 
H Travel
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EAT & DRINK
I S S U E

SPECIAL SECTION:
HEAT IT UP
SPICY SERVINGS ON LOCAL MENUS

NEW CHEFS ON THE BLOCK
MEET LAGUNA’S LATEST 
LINEUP OF CULINARY MASTERS

+THE SANDPIPER SERVES UP HISTORY
ART: MAKING CANVASES BLOOM
ACTIVE: PADDLING WITH PURPOSE
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Publication dates may change throughout the year due to unforeseen circumstances. Your representative will keep you posted of the latest deadlines and on sale dates.



COMBO  
Advertise in both Laguna Beach and  
Newport Beach magazines  
and get a 10% discount.

All rates are NET 

 • Nonprofit organizations: Entitled to a 50% discount 

from open rates 

• Guaranteed position: Available for a 25% surcharge 

• Ad design available billed at $75/hour, two-hour 

minimum. 

• Early pay discount:  5% discount for pre-paid print 

advertising.

SIZE 1X 2X 4X 8X

FULL PAGE  $2,090 $1,780 $1,520 $1,200

2/3-PAGE  $1,675 $1,415 $1,150 $900

1/2-PAGE  $1,360 $1,150 $950 $740

1/3-PAGE $850 $710 $575 $450

1/6-PAGE $520 $450 $370 $290

    

Real Estate Section (Full Page)     $950   

Artist and Galleries/Dining Guide (1/6 Page)  

1X  $420      2X  $360      4X  $300      8X  $235    

Dining Guide (1/3 Page) 

1X  $680      2X  $570      4X  $460      8X  $360

 

COVER POSITIONS  PER ISSUE  

Cover 2 Spread / 1st spread   $5,225   

Cover 3 / Inside Back Cover  $2,500   

Cover 4 / Back Cover  $3,000 

2020 ADVERTISING RATES
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Laguna Beach Magazine: What is a typical class like?
Alex Durham: I help guest[s] climb into the silks and put soft 
sleeping mask[s] over their eyes. I then provide them with an over-
view of the chakras and use sound bowls for vibration.

LBM: What can guests expect in their first session?
AD: A comfortable, soothing session. No equipment necessary. It’s great 
for people who can’t get comfortable lying or sitting. It’s weightless. 

LBM: What are the physical and mental benefits of floating?
AD: The floating meditation class provides deep relaxation. It’s a 
time and place for people to let go. It’s very relaxing because it’s … 
like a hammock or cocoon. It feels womb-like or like a hug—you 
feel safe and secure.

LBM: What are the overall benefits of meditation?
AD: Meditation allows you to become detached from your 
thoughts. It slows down heart and pulse rate. It provides present 
awareness, acceptance and nonjudgement. It’s a practice, just like 
any exercise. It takes time and consistency to see the full effects.

LBM: In what ways do the crystal singing bowls and other sound 
healing aspects contribute to the experience?
AD: Each chakra has a vibration, [a] frequency. Each of the bowls 
relates to [one of] the seven chakras: root, sacral, solar plexus, 
heart, throat, third eye and crown. [The sound] helps you let go.

MEDITATION MUST-HAVES
Whether you want to take a calming class or  

simply enjoy some peaceful time at home, these  
products will help you get in the Zen zone. 

From a tranquil, ocean-inspired candle to a bolster  
pillow for the perfect posture, stock up on these items  

to make the most of your meditation. LBM

Those that are new to the 
practice should try the 
HEADSPACE APP for 
guided meditation experi-
ences and instructional 
videos that can be accessed 
from anywhere on your 
smartphone, $12.99 per 
month after a free, 10-day 
trial, at the Apple App Store 
or the Google Play store. 
(headspace.com)

Remember how fun coloring 
was as a kid? Bring some 
of that excitement to your 
adult life as you unwind with 
the “MYTHOGRAPHIC 
COLOR AND DISCOVER: 
IMAGINE” coloring book for 
adults by Joseph Catimbang, 
$16.99, at Laguna Beach 
Books. (949-494-4779; 
lagunabeachbooks.com)

Experience a new level of 
calm as your soul slips into 
a deeper and more meaning-
ful meditation with the help 
of the soothing, tranquil 
sounds of this HANDMADE, 
5-INCH TIBETAN SINGING 
BOWL, $129, at Tibet 
Handicrafts. (949-715-1043; 
tibet-handicrafts.com)

A flickering flame—like that 
of the 11-ounce EMERALD 
SEA GRASS luxury candle, 
which features fragrance 
notes of tangerine zest, 
eucalyptus, rosemary 
and jasmine—can help 
you enter a focused state 
of mind, $38, at Laguna 
Candles. (949-680-8444; 
lagunacandles.com)

Float Your Cares Away
Reduce stress by meditating while lounging in hammock-like silks during a  
relaxing class at Miraval Life in Balance Spa.
BY SHARAEL KOLBERG

Ensure maximum com-
fort with the ornate 
MEDITATION PILLOW, 
which can help lengthen 
your spine and extend the 
time you spend meditating, 
$75, at Chakra Shack. (949-
715-6930; chakrashack.com) 
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Stress is an undeniable part of life. For some, medita-
tion is the best way to calm the mind and provide 
a sense of peace and calmness. At Monarch Beach 

Resort’s Miraval Life in Balance Spa in Dana Point, instruc-
tor Alex Durham is teaching a meditation class with a twist: 
“floating” in aerial silks suspended from the ceiling. 

The floating meditation class makes use of these silks, 
which are normally wrapped around arms and legs to do 
midair acrobatics in an aerial yoga class. In the meditation 
session, there are no gymnastics moves; instead, guests sit 

or lie in the lightweight fabric slings, using them like ham-
mocks to drift off into a meditative state while singing bowls 
vibrate in the background. The soft silk and soothing sounds 
provide a deep relaxation that is a sure way to enhance the 
entire experience. 

During the class, Durham also teaches guests about the 
seven chakras, or energy centers, as well as where they are 
located in the body, what they represent, how they can affect 
someone emotionally or physically, how to balance them and 
what can occur if they are not in balance.

PLACES
PERSPECTIVES
HAPPENINGS

U P  F R O N T 
W E L L N E S S

Monarch 
Beach Resort 
offers floating 
meditation 
classes that utilize 
aerial silks.
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STYLISH SPACES

The first step when buying a home is finding your personal style—are you 
California Craftsman, beach bungalow or midcentury modern? The next is 
choosing a space that fits your lifestyle—do you have kids or pets? Do you need 

an open floor plan for entertaining? And, finally, the fun part: decorating to make it your 
own sanctuary, where you’re surrounded by objects that are both functional and bring 
you joy. Here, Laguna Beach’s interior design and decorating experts offer advice to 
achieve a standout aesthetic for different home styles in town. 

Laguna’s savvy designers step in with advice for different home decor options. 
BY ASHLEY BREEDING

Not to be confused with kitschy nautical decor, coastal cool reflects the same natural elements that can 
be admired through your expansive oceanfront windows. When designing a home, Pure Salt Interior 
co-founders Leigh Lincoln and Aly Morford focus on flow, color, texture and greenery to create a space 
that’s at once aesthetically pleasing, functional and representative of the family that lives there. 

It’s important to keep the flow of a space open, according to Lincoln and Morford, whose firm recently 
moved to bigger digs in Newport after being based in Laguna for three years. For homes that don’t have 
an open-concept floor plan, a similar effect can be achieved by removing as much clutter as possible, as 
this will instantly make the room feel much larger and airier. 

Pure Salt Interiors often employs materials like marble and limestone, linens, light woods (especially 
oak), handmade tiles, jute rugs and woven woods. “We also love playing with all kinds of texture,” says 
Lincoln, pointing to rugs, pillows and window treatments in an array of fabrics as a great way to layer. 
“And keep[ing] the color palette simple—whites, beiges, soft grays and greens—will help achieve that 
relaxed, coastal look,” she says. 

Another great way to bring the outdoors into any space is with green plants. “They add such a breath of 
life to the space,” Morford says. “Some of our favorites include banana leaves, fiddle-leaf figs, olive trees, 
ficus alii—[also called] Amstel King—and triangle ficus.

INVEST IN: Large, durable pieces that will stand the 
test of time, such as a sofa or expansive area rug
TOP SHOPS: Cottage Furnishings, Huit Laguna,  

Tuvalu Home and Vertigo Home

COASTAL COOL
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Taste of the Town
A restaurant resource for dining out in Laguna Beach

A Pearl of a Place 
The Seahorse, tucked inside Pearl St. General store, is a local treasure—an eclectic lounge with 

tantalizing dishes, craft beer, wine and a friendly atmosphere. 
BY SHARON STELLO | PHOTOS BY DONDEE QUINCENA

T
he Seahorse—a hidden gem of a bar and lounge with an impressive culinary lineup—is an eclectic mix of antique 
furniture, crystal chandeliers, vintage artwork and portraits of the owner’s step-mother, who was an actress starting 
in the 1960s. Tucked in the back of Pearl St. General store, The Seahorse was the first gay bar in Laguna, established 
in 1946. Previously, the building was a liquor and hardware store in the 1920s and then became an auto parts store in 

later years before transforming into Pearl St. General; The Seahorse reopened in 2017.
The establishment serves up craft beer, wine and a few fermented alcohol drinks at the original bar, which maintains a drawer 

in the back where patrons reportedly stashed their wedding rings while visiting the secret watering hole. The Seahorse, now fre-
quented mostly by locals in the neighborhood, continues the tradition of inclusivity and embracing diversity, allowing all to feel 
welcome here.

Start with a beer from the rotating list of 
mostly local micro brews on tap—a recent list 
included Mocha Machine from Long Beach-based 
Beachwood Brewing, the Checked Out sour from 
Artifex Brewing Co. in San Clemente, a triple India 
pale ale from Claremont Craft Ales in Claremont 
and more. Or opt for a glass or bottle of wine from 
California and around the globe. Hard kombucha 
like Boochcraft is also served as well as a couple 
of new cocktails made with soju or “tequila wine,” 
made from the same agave plant as tequila; rum 
and bourbon wines are expected to arrive soon. 
Try the Kinky Cocktail, which 
brings together soju, strawberries 
and a lemon-blueberry-ginger 
Kinky Kombucha for a sweet 
and refreshing libation, and the 
tequila wine margarita, a sweet 
drink worth sipping.

With no license for hard liquor, 
only a small kitchen and no per-
mit for a fryer, The Seahorse gets 
incredibly creative—and with 
stunning results. Utilizing a TurboChef Bullet, 
Executive Chef Antonio Roa is able to cook up 
duck confit wings that you would swear have been 
deep fried. Crisp on the outside while maintaining 
tender and juicy meat inside, the wings are served 
with Calabrian chile-honey sauce for the perfect 
amount of a kick. This is achieved by determining 
a precise cooking time and setting on the Bullet, 
which takes a few tries when developing a new 
dish. But once the desired results are achieved, 
it can be repeated over and over, delivering con-
sistent perfection for lucky diners to enjoy. The 
sauce is made with the chef ’s recipe from Oaxaca, 

Mexico, and is also available for purchase at the 
Costanoa resort in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
another property owned by The Seahorse propri-
etor Michele Reynolds.

The Seahorese also serves Kumamoto oysters, 
which are farmed by Reynolds’ friends in the pure 
waters of San Quintín Bay in Baja California, 
Mexico. They’re brought in fresh to The Seahorse 
every Thursday and when they’re gone, they’re 
gone. Our advice? Get there as soon as they arrive 
because they are truly delicious: Fresh, with only a 
slightly briny taste from the ocean, the oysters are 

served with options like mus-
tard seed sauce and red wine 
vinegar mignonette. 

The wide-ranging menu 
also includes crabcakes, lob-
ster ravioli, salads, an impres-
sive cheese platter, carnitas 
tacos, flatbreads and hot sand-
wiches like Cajun chicken and 
a Reuben. Multiple visits are 
required to sample all of these 

options—and trust us, you’ll want to—but every 
diner must try the short ribs, which are cooked 
sous vide and served on a bed of creamy mashed 
potatoes infused with truffle oil along with heir-
loom carrots. The succulent, savory meat practi-
cally melts in your mouth and the slightly sweet 
merlot glaze makes each bite pure perfection.

Of course, don’t leave without a bite of dessert. 
Choose from tiramisu, cappuccino cake, New 
York cheesecake or the sinfully good chocolate 
lava cake. On your way out, peruse the store for a 
curated selection of wine and beach accessories as 
well as gifts, dinnerware, bath and body products, 

THE SEAHORSE
1796 S. Coast Hwy.

949-715-4533
pearlstgeneral.com

HOURS:
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily

Happy hour is from 2-5 p.m. Monday 
through Saturday with special deals on 

house wine and the new, fermented alcohol 
cocktails; craft beer is not included. 

TIP:

Duck confit 
wings and a 
glass of wine at 
The Seahorse

chile-infused pasta from Venice, Italy, and spe-
cialty jams like Strawberry Cabernet or Peach 
Chardonnay made for Pearl St. General by a well-
known eatery in San Francisco, plus more, for a 
whirlwind trip without ever leaving Laguna. LBM

Clockwise from above: The Seahorse’s eclectic interior; the Kinky Cocktail, made with 
soju and kombucha; crabcakes; Kumamoto oysters and Cayaco beer from Mexico
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EXTRA ASSISTANCE
The Friendship Shelter’s fastest-growing program also doubles as its newest 
and has quickly found success among the local homeless population. The 
Permanent Supportive Housing initiative was designed for those with physical 
or mental health conditions that affect their ability to prosper and cause them 
to be chronically homeless, and follows a “housing first approach,” which 
puts finding a residence as high priority while also connecting individuals with 
housing that doesn’t come with many entry requirements, aside from docu-

menting homelessness 
and the disability itself. 
Placed in scattered-site 
apartments, as well as 
in three dedicated apart-
ment buildings—includ-
ing two owned and one 
leased by the Friendship 
Shelter—participants 
also have access to ongo-
ing support services from 
the nonprofit’s staff mem-
bers to help ensure con-
tinuous, safe and stable 
housing. This program is 
currently assisting nearly 
90 homeless people or 
families in south Orange 
County, though it plans to 
lease another building by 
the end of the year, which 
will bring the total unit 
count to 108.

SEEKING SHELTER
Not only for emergency situations, this local nonprofit offers a  

variety of housing options to fit every need.

A Friend in Need
As homelessness continues to affect Orange County residents, the Friendship Shelter develops 
ways to fight the epidemic.
BY TANYA A. YACINA

Founded in 1988, the Laguna Beach-based Friendship 
Shelter was originally an all-volunteer effort, loosely 
organized and led by the Rev. Colin Henderson. It 

operated out of St. Mary’s Episcopal Church until the flag-
ship site on South Coast Highway was opened.

Serving as executive director of the Friendship Shelter for 
the past 11 years, Dawn Price got her start with the nonprofit 
after her professional connections encouraged her to apply. 
Although she had never worked in the homeless housing sec-
tor before, she had experience in nonprofit management and 
began her tenure under Henderson.

“One of the things I value most about [the] Friendship 
Shelter is that its origin story carries with it a set of values and 
sense of mission that survives to this day,” Price says. “The 
organization was founded by community members who saw 
a need in their community and wanted to fill it. They saw not 
just the homeless people who needed shelter and support, but 
also the impact that homelessness had on their community.”

Price says the organization strives to maintain that same 
sense of purpose—and dual responsibility to clients and 
locals alike—today. “We understand homelessness has an 
impact on everyone and that ending homelessness helps both 
client and community,” she says. The nonprofit’s vision is to 
end homelessness in south Orange County, one person at a 
time, while also assisting homeless adults achieve indepen-
dence and become productive members of society.

The Friendship Shelter receives funding from a variety of 
public institutions, from the state of California and Orange 
County to the city of Laguna Beach and the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development. Corporate and private 
funding as well as individual gifts also contribute to the shel-
ter’s continuous operations, with a substantial amount of 
revenue coming from the shelter’s annual fundraising event. 
This year’s gala is scheduled for Nov. 1 at the Laguna Cliffs 
Marriott Resort & Spa in Dana Point.

“While the public funding is critical, the privately raised 
dollars [from] foundations and individuals are what fuel 
the growth,” Price says. “These funds plug holes in public 
funding, provide required matching funds and help ensure 
that our organizational infrastructure can grow to support 
program growth.”

According to Price, all communities that receive HUD 
funding are required to conduct a Point in Time count of 
homeless people at least every other year. The Friendship 
Shelter services Laguna Beach, as well as all of south Orange 
County, which includes cities like Irvine, Lake Forest and 
Dana Point. 

“The most recent countywide count found 763 people 
experiencing homelessness [on one night] in the south OC 
area. Of those, 147 were in Laguna Beach,” she says. That 
local group included 75 in a shelter and 72 unsheltered. 
“Early records are difficult to find, but, at our 30th anniver-
sary [last year], we estimated we had served 10,000 individu-
als,” she says. “Since then, we’ve averaged 500 to 600 shelter 
guests annually and we have 91 individuals in housing.”

Those interested in volunteer opportunities can visit 
the Friendship Shelter’s website at friendshipshelter.org to 
inquire. Price says the biggest need is for people or groups 
to prepare meals at the two shelters, but there is also a need 
for regular desk volunteers and special project volunteers, 
including volunteers at the annual fundraising gala.

PLACES
PERSPECTIVES
HAPPENINGS

U P  F R O N T 
FABRIC OF THE 
COMMUNITY

Dawn Price, 
executive 
director of the 
Friendship 
Shelter in 
Laguna Beach, in 
front of a shelter 
that’s part of 
the nonprofit’s 
Bridge Housing 
Program
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At this shelter—part of the Bridge Housing Program—residents learn about independence.

IN AN EMERGENCY
No matter what time of year it is, those seeking immediate shelter in a crisis can 
turn to the ASL Emergency Shelter, operated by the Friendship Shelter, a nonprofit 
organization. Located along Laguna Canyon Road, the Emergency Shelter offers 
two different types of programs. The first, a drop-in day option, operates from 10 
a.m. to 1 p.m., for anyone that is looking for a meal, a shower or a place to do 
laundry. In addition, those stopping by during the day are able to take advantage 
of the resources available at the shelter, including social interaction, health care 
and treatment for mental illness. There is also an overnight program at the shelter, 
which gives homeless individuals the same opportunities and resources while 
also providing a place to sleep. Anyone enrolling in the overnight program must be 
approved, and will be admitted for a 30-day period. At the end of the 30 days, par-
ticipants will have the opportunity to reenroll.

A HAND UP
The Bridge Housing Program includes a shelter in which 
homeless adults can live while the nonprofit helps them find 
a steady source of income. During their stay at the shelter, 
participants in the program receive complimentary meals and 
additional assistance, including housing coordination services, 
mental health support, addiction recovery aid and more. 
While immediate services are necessary, the Bridge Housing 
Program also looks at the long term, providing ongoing case 
management to assist residents in finding secure housing as 
well as permanent income, all of which helps increase their 
independence and allows them to flourish on their own. In 
addition to everything else the program offers, homeless men 
and women with housing vouchers from the county are also 
able to turn to the Friendship Shelter for assistance in locating 
the ideal home, and the organization will pay their move-in 
costs and deposit. LBM

Volunteers at the ASL Emergency Shelter help serve food.

Samantha, a resident, cooking a meal
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Amid Concerns, Council 
Allows Sidewalk Vendors, 

With Restrictions

Balboa Island 
Museum Moves 
to New Home

By Sara Hall | NB Indy
Amid some concern, the second 

reading of a sidewalk vending permit 
program and the accompanying or-
dinance regulating the vendors was 
unanimously approved this week. 

Council voted 7-0 on the item on 
the consent calendar, which allows 
the movable merchants to sell food 
and other items from non-motorized 
carts in Newport Beach, but with 
heavy restrictions on where and how 
they conduct business.

The current municipal code bans 
using public property for commer-
cial purposes, but in an effort to 
comply with the upcoming imple-

mentation of Senate Bill 946, which 
goes into effect on Jan. 1 and allows 
street vending activity, the city of 
Newport Beach created this new 
program and ordinance. 

On Nov. 13, Council held a study 
session and later that night approved 
the fi rst reading of the new ordi-
nance. On Tuesday, a few concerns 
were raised by residents and some 
Council members. 

Hoiyin Ip, a member of the local 
chapter of the Sierra Club, pointed 
out that sidewalk carts are another 
source of trash. 

About 90 percent of the fl oating 

By Christopher Trela | NB 
Indy

Everything old is new again at the 
Balboa Island Museum, because the 
museum and its historical artifacts 
and displays have left their cozy cot-
tage on Marine Avenue and moved 
down the street to a new home.

Originally founded in 2000, the 
Balboa Island Museum and Historical 
Society has tripled in size thanks to its 
new digs at 210 Marine Ave, the for-
mer home of Art for the Soul, which 
closed earlier this year.

The Museum’s new facility, which 
offi cially opens to the public on 

Balboa Island Museum President Shirley Pepys stands in the John Wayne exhibit near a bust of Ronald Reagan in the new museum facility

SIDEWALK VENDORS Page 14

Duffi eld 
Takes Lead 
in Narrow 

Council Race
By Sara Hall | NB Indy

In the Newport Beach City Council 
election, results for one race have been 
too close to call. Although the challenger 
has consistently maintained the lead, 
this week the two swapped positions. 

Incumbent and current mayor 
Marshall “Duffy” Duffi eld overtook 
challenger Tim Stoaks on Tuesday by a 
mere 22 votes. By the Wednesday 5 p.m. 
update, Duffi eld’s lead increased to a 
difference of 44 votes.

The seat for Council District 3 is still 
unconfi rmed. With an estimated 12,206 
total Orange County ballots left to 
count after the Wednesday update, the 
numbers will likely continue to adjust 
for several more days. 

“Win or lose I’m proud of the 
campaign I ran, and the support from 
volunteers and the community,” Stoaks 
said in an email Wednesday. “I have no 
regrets.”

In a phone call Thursday, Duffi eld 
said he had no comment on the current 
status of the race.

As of Wednesday, at 5 p.m., incum-
bent Councilwoman Diane Dixon has 
beat out challenger Mike Glenn for the 
District 1 seat with 59.1 percent of the 
votes. Fellow incumbent Councilman 
Kevin Muldoon also won his re-election 
with a large chunk of the votes, about 
67.9 percent, over Roy Englebrecht in 
District 4.

With 56.7 percent of the votes, chal-
lenger Joy Brenner defeated incumbent 
Scott Peotter for the District 6 seat. 

In other races that cover Newport 
Beach, two Democrat challengers from 
Laguna Beach, Harley Rouda and Cottie 
Petrie-Norris, have taken on unbeatable 
leads in their respective contests in 48th 
Congressional District and the 74th As-
sembly District.
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LAGUNA BEACH & NEWPORT BEACH COMMUNITIES

FEATURED PROPERTY: LAGUNA BEACH

Emerald Bay Home Ideal for Entertaining Along the Oceanfront

Offering Price: $17,950,000  |  Address: 199 Emerald Bay, Laguna Beach
Agent info: Rob Giem, COMPASS 

rob@robgiem.com, 949.933.7046

This Emerald Bay oceanfront residence features panoramic views of the ocean, sunsets and crashing 
whitewater below from its cliff-top setting. Occupying one of the largest parcels in Emerald Bay with 
nearly 100 feet of ocean frontage, the five-bedroom, five-bathroom home is positioned to capture 
sprawling views from every major room. 

The unique topography of the lot gently descends toward the water’s edge, with spacious terraces 
and gardens, as well as a private spa overlooking the cove. Through a private gate, the waters of the 
cove below are easily accessed. The home is a blend of contemporary design and dramatic volume 
(near to 20 feet in some locations) and walls of glass opening to the vistas. Honed limestone, 
bleached woods and crisp white walls combine to make rooms that feature expanses of glass framing 
the azure waters. 

Approximately 7,100 square feet of living area is designed for comfortable living, to maximize 
views, and proves an inviting plan for entertaining as well.

By Holly Schwartz 
McDonald

Is being a center for the 
arts a valuable asset to your 
home and neighborhood? 
It’s no secret that Laguna 
Beach is known for all of 
the artistic venues and 
galleries that it offers. 
The city is famous for the 
Festival of the Arts, the 
Sawdust Art Festival, the 
monthly art walks, and for housing 
literally hundreds of galleries that 
can be found throughout town.

Newport Beach also features 
many arts attractions and events. 
The Newport Beach city website 
offers opportunities for artists and 
also mentions some of the artistic 
offerings in the city art exhibitions 
at the library, public art sculptures 

around town, Sunday 
musicals at the central 
library, concerts on the 
green when weather is 
nice, the Newport Beach 
Film Festival, as well 
as several art galleries/
gardens.

Is there any 
correlation between 
arts in the community 
and desirability of a 

city? According to Realtor.com, 
people want to live near iconic art. 
Landmarks or sought-after features 
add a desirability factor for residents. 
Also, the use of art plus culture to 
form connections in the community 
is attractive to people. A major 
example of this is the High Line in 
NYC. The transformation of this 
area drew people to it, making it a 

sought-after neighborhood. The 
same conclusion can be drawn in 
our own localities. For instance, the 
hub of art galleries in Laguna Beach 
is an attraction that entices others 
who appreciate them.

A Princeton University Center 
for Arts and Cultural Policy Studies 
conducted research that shows that 
the arts are good for your health, 
creativity, and mental wellbeing. 
You don’t need a prescription 
for that! How is art good for 
our health? The enjoyment of it 
apparently reduces stress, which is 
of course health-friendly. Events and 
attractions also offer opportunities 
for volunteering or to be involved 
in the arts, which are both linked to 
better health as well as creativity. The 
study also notes that communities 
with a presence of artists and art 

organizations are found to have 
lower rates of delinquency and 
crime. It would follow that those 
are characteristics of communities 
that would be more appealing, and 
therefore more valuable.

 There appears to be good reason 
to support the presence of the 
arts in our communities. From 
the magnetic allure to the benefits 
they reap in fostering healthy, safe 
communities, it makes sense that our 
cities should proudly exhibit their 
love and support of the arts. Why is 
living in an area with arts important 
to you?  

Holly Schwartz is a Realtor with 
Villa Real Estate who lives in Newport 
Beach and has been featured on 
HGTV’s “House Hunters.” She can be 
reached with comments or story ideas 
at HSchwartz@VillaRealEstate.com. 

ASK THE EXPERT

Is There a Link Between the Arts and Home Values?

Holly McDonald

FROM THE PUBLISHERS OF
“Our Town-Our Paper” 
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HIllside Estate
A sprawling home in San   
Juan Capistrano is full of       
action-packed amenities  
inside and out.

Desert Compound
Antique  elements are    
integrated with rammed-
earth construction in      
Rancho Mirage.

Going Rustic
Southern California interior 
designers are combining 
industrial design with
farmhouse chic.

Buying Paradise
Residents of homes in 
resort communities are 
relishing the benefi ts of a      
permanent vacation.
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THE VILLAGE · 2060 Ocean Way · $3,125,000
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A Helping Hand

By Daniel Langhorne, 
Special to the Independent

A former Laguna Beach couple 
who lived on Starlit Drive in Blue-
bird Canyon for more than 50 years 
is recuperating from the loss of their 
new home in Paradise after it burned 
in the Camp Fire three weeks after 
they moved in.

Dick and Carol Stein recently left 
their family home in Laguna Beach 
with their daughter Linda to be clos-
er to their great-grandchildren who 
live in Chico. Both in their mid-80s, 
the Steins had just fi nished unpack-

ing belongings at their new home 
when they received two calls from 
local authorities to evacuate—then 
came the knock at the door from a 
police offi cer telling them to get out.

As they got into their cars with 
just the clothes they were wearing, 
the Steins could see a 40-foot wall of 
fl ames approaching their neighbor’s 
house across the street.

“They were having a diffi cult time 
breathing during their escape and 
could barely see the lights in the 
vehicle ahead of them,” said Susan 
Stein, Dick and Carol’s daughter who 
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 Dick and Carol Stein are recuperating from the loss of their new home in Paradise after it burned in the Camp Fire three weeks 
after they moved in. The couple previously lived in Bluebird Canyon for more than 50 years.

Spanish 
Students 
Hear 
Refugee’s 
Story
By Amy Orr | LB Indy

Immigration is a controversial topic 
in the United States. Some politicians 
see refugees as a threat to national 
security, while others categorize them as 
individuals in need of assistance. Today, 
television and computer screens are fi lled 
with world leaders and their emotionally 
charged opinions on the subject.

Last week, Thurston Middle School 
eighth graders had the opportunity to 
become familiar with the issue of immi-
gration on a personal level. While honing 
their language skills with a long-distance 
pen pal, the middle schoolers discovered 
that they were talking to a Central Amer-
ican refugee. 

Students in Jeffrey Dippel’s 1B Spanish 
class engage with native Spanish speakers 
through an interactive website called 
talkabroad.com. During their recent 
studies of Nicaraguan culture, the 
youngsters had a video chat with a man 
named Allan M.

Allan spent 18 years living in Mana-
gua, Nicaragua. He has regularly spoken 
with Laguna middle schoolers and 

REFUGEE, page 3

Editor’s Note: Welcome to the 
sixth annual Holiday Digest—a 
collection of fiction and nonfiction 
stories published in the Indy by 
members of the Third Street Writ-
ers, a nonprofit dedicated to foster-
ing literary arts in Laguna Beach. 

Third Street Writers hosts a week-

Eight Nights, 
Three Wishes, 
and a China 
Cabinet
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Winners of Art & 
Nature Plein Air 
Show Announced
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Hospitality Night 
Brings Holiday Cheer 
Next Friday

Laguna residents rally to aid longtime neighbors 
after new home burns in Camp Fire
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